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Abstract
In this essay, we explore the timescapes of library learning analytics. We contend that just-in-time strategies, a feature of late capital modes of production, New Public Management, and future-oriented risk-management strategies inform the adoption of learning analytics. Learning analytics function as a form of temporal governmentality: current performance is scrutinized in order to anticipate future performance and prescribe just-in-time interventions to mitigate risk—not only for the student but also for the institution. Ultimately, we argue that using time as a lens to examine discourses surrounding library learning analytics reveals the temporalities reproduced in this discourse, which obscures questions of power, politics, and history. In describing what the future is, rather than what it could or should be, this discourse erases our ability to shape our futures, and our responsibility for so doing.

The trouble with our times is that the future is not what it used to be. (Becker 1979, 409)

Introduction
In this essay, we explore the timescapes (Adam 1998) of library learning analytics. Adam (1998) introduces the concept of timescape to underscore the interrelatedness of time, spatiality, and matter and the importance of context in our experience of time. We contend that just-in-time strategies, a feature of both late capital modes of production and New Public Management, and future-oriented risk-management strategies inform the adoption of learning analytics. Learning analytics function as a form of temporal governmentality: current performance is scrutinized in order to predict future performance and prescribe just-in-time interventions to mitigate risk (Williamson 2016)—not only for the student but also for the institution. Aversion to risk is a key feature of bureaucratic organizations such as academic libraries (Lynch 1979). Producing the student as future worker, alumnus, and donor secures the reputation and financial future of the university and the place of the library within it. These practices and strategies not only restructure the timescapes of academic library work, they also enroll the library into the university’s globalizing agenda (Nicholson 2019a).

Time “is an invisible and unremarked relation of power” (Sharma 2014, 13). Using time as a lens therefore affords new insights into the impacts of neoliberal globalization on higher education (Bansel and Davies 2005; Clegg 2010; Giroux and Searls Giroux 2004; Menzies and Newson 2007; Walker 2009; Yliko and Mäntylä, 2003), academic libraries, and the work of librarians (Drabinski 2014, 2016, 2017; Nicholson 2016, 2019a, 2019b). Drawing on this literature, in this

1 Neoliberalism is an array of political economic practices based in the belief that “society works best when the people and the institutions within it work or are shaped to work according to market principles” (Spence 2015, 3). These practices share a number of characteristics with classical liberalism, including a view of individuals as rational, self-interested subjects; free market economics; and a commitment to the principles of laissez-faire and free trade (Harvey
essay, we argue that a temporal approach allows us to see the profession’s engagement with learning analytics as a strategy largely motivated by anxiety and self-interest intended to secure the future of the library. We seek to unpack, as Watters describes it, “the history of the future” of library learning analytics. Describing educational technology, Watters writes, “The rich and fascinating past of education is forgotten and erased in an attempt to tell a story about the future of education that emphasizes products not processes, the private not the public, ‘skills’ not inquiry” (2015, n.p.). Library learning analytics, like other educational technologies, are proclaimed to be the future of higher education writ large, while personal histories, institutional context, and the politics of higher education are swept aside.

This paper is divided into three parts. In the first part, we explore the timescapes of higher education, academic libraries, and librarianship. We contend that as a profession, librarianship is informed by the temporal strategies of cost accounting, scientific management, and just-in-time service models. Time serves as a means to demonstrate value and professionalism, a means of accounting, and a form of self-regulation (Bossaller, Burns, and VanScoy 2017; Hicks 2014; Hicks and Schindel 2016). Moreover, within the context of higher education as a space through which the neoliberal global project is mediated (Robertson 2009), time also serves as a strategy by which the academic library seeks to manage risk and secure its future. These various timescapes produce and are productive of particular political agendas, curricular models, and pedagogical strategies, essentially laying the groundwork for the implementation of learning analytics. In the second part, we use time as a lens to explore mainstream library and information science (LIS) professional documents and discourses on learning analytics to suggest that these documents and discourses function as risk technologies that work to render the future as already known. The ability to direct the future, as well as the necessity for taking responsibility for what it looks like are erased; instead, library learning analytics and neoliberal notions of library value appear as the only possible future. In the third and final part, we consider the ways that library learning analytics play out in real time, enacting particular—temporal—neoliberal subjectivities, those of quantified, flexible, and resilient learners and future entrepreneurs and working against social justice movements in higher education.

2007; Olssen and Peters 2005). In contrast to classical liberalism, however, in a neoliberal paradigm, the state takes a deliberate role in engineering the conditions, laws, and institutions necessary for the operation of the market (Harvey 2007). Neoliberalism structures domestic and global economic relations and introduces competitive market relations into all arenas of public and private life, privileging the individual as a self-interested economic agent and blurring the boundaries that exist between market/state, public/private, and individual/social (DeVault 2008; Harvey 2007; Olssen and Peters 2005). The primacy of the individual within neoliberal frameworks works against social justice, which requires putting aside self-interest in the pursuit of some larger shared cause, such as equal access to education or environmental protection (Harvey 2007).
The Timescape of Higher Education, New Public Management, and the Global Knowledge Economy

Time shapes the public mission of the university, impacting research agendas, curricula, and pedagogy (Giroux and Searls Giroux 2004). As a result, the multiple, sometimes contradictory societal roles and functions of the university as an institution of culture and inquiry, a driver of economic growth and innovation, and a transnational corporation manifest themselves in a variety of organizational timescapes: “While academic capitalism and globalization intersect and shape higher education institutions, pre-modern time, clock-time, and global time are all present and interact with each other in conflicting and disharmonious ways” (Walker 2009, 505). On the one hand, under New Public Management (NPM), an array of doctrines and practices introduced in a large number of OECD countries in the 1980s as a means of fostering efficiency and accountability in the public sector, time in the university has become accelerated and intensified (Bansel and Davies 2005; Giroux and Searls Giroux 2004; Menzies and Newson 2007; Walker 2009; Ylijoki and Mäntylä 2003). On the other hand, the production of students as future knowledge workers, knowledge mobilization, and innovation, key functions of the contemporary university, are accompanied by future-oriented, competitive strategies intended to secure a place for the university in the nebulous and chaotic space of the global higher education sector (Clegg 2010; Matus and Talburt 2015; Robertson 2010; Usher and Edwards 2007).

The university’s timescape is produced by and productive of particular curricular strategies and pedagogical approaches, including modularization, online learning, and just-in-time service delivery (Giroux and Searls Giroux 2004; Hartman and Darab 2012; Hood 1991; Moss 2006). These strategies and approaches, ostensibly used to promote flexibility and choice for students, also serve to maximize profits by intensifying the time of the curriculum and circumventing the space constraints of the physical campus (Moss 2006). For example, trimesters replace semesters, asynchronous online courses occur outside of class time and classroom spaces, and limited office space is shared by several adjunct faculty. They also enact new temporal subjectivities. Payne and Wattchow describe how “slow,” immersive pedagogies, such as experiential learning, and face-to-face interactions are being “diminished,” “via the disembodiment, displacement, disembedding, and decontextualization” of “fast, take-away, virtual, globalized, download/uptake versions of electronic pedagogy” (2009, 17).

Time and the Academic Library: Just-in-Time and the Present-Future

The management of work and the discipline of workers requires the management of time (Adam 1990). Librarians use time as a marker of change, a means of counting and accounting, and an indicator of professionalism (Bossaller, Burns, and VanScoy 2017; Hicks 2014; Hicks and Schindel 2016). Because time is often used to measure service quality (e.g., wait times), it also serves as a form of self-regulation and discipline (Bossaller, Burns, and VanScoy 2017).

2 New Public Management can be considered the mechanism by which broader neoliberal discourses and values are operationalized in higher education. Central to NPM are corporatization, privatization, deregulation, cost-cutting, management through objectives, and professional administrators (Hood and Jackson 1991). For an overview of New Public Management, see Hood (1991) and Hood and Jackson (1991).
Time is also as an important mechanism through which the library demonstrates its value and relevance. In the 1990s, the advent of the 24/7 environment was lauded as evidence that the academic library was in sync with the global knowledge economy (see, e.g., Widdicombe 2004). Today, through the creation of new digital services and spaces, the library seeks to portray itself as an innovative, future-focused partner in the research enterprise (Brown et al. 2014; Closet-Crane 2011; Mirza and Seale 2017; Nicholson 2019; Vyhanek and Zlatos, 2011). At the same time, bureaucracies, by their very nature, seek to reduce uncertainty and manage risk by setting out to predict, and control, the future. In this way, the “value agenda,” the need for the academic library to demonstrate efficiency, accountability, and return-on-investment, is marked by two competing and conflicting temporal orders. The first is the accelerated and compressed timescape of just-in-time service models; the second is the timescape of a present-future, whose primary value lies in staving off the risk of a library-less future. This present-future is characterized by its flatness; outside of history and context, it denies the possibility of politics—and, therefore, agency and resistance. These two timescapes are outlined below.

The Professionalization of Librarianship: From Scientific Management to Just-in-Time

Librarianship has an interesting, yet underexplored, relationship to time as governmentality that stems from the specific context within which librarians become professionalized (Drabinski 2016), the nature of librarianship as a feminized profession (Harris 1992; Gaines 2014), and the structure and values of the library as a bureaucratic organization and workplace (Lynch 1979). Kont (2013) traces the history of scientific management, associated with Taylor’s time and motion studies, and cost accounting in American libraries from 1857 to 1960. With the expansion and growth of libraries in the second half of the nineteenth century, work became routinized and standardized, and the need for “numerous educated employees who would be willing to work for an average or low salary emerged” (Kont 2013, 227). When librarian as pink-collar service provider replaced librarian as (male) scholar toward the end of the nineteenth century, time became the measure of the profession: time and motion studies were not only used to measure individual performance but also to determine standards for performance, working conditions, and training (Kont 2013, 236).

At the same time, as libraries grew and developed into service centers, they were asked to justify their costs to their parent organizations. Cost accounting and time and motion studies provided a means of increasing efficiency, effectiveness, flexibility, competition, and control. (These are also goals of New Public Management, as we will see below.) By the 1950s, many large academic libraries in the US used scientific management, including time and motion studies and cost accounting, to maximize efficiency and reduce costs (Lynch 1979).

In the late 1970s, the shift from Fordism to flexible accumulation (Harvey 1989) ushered in the era of just-in-time lean production, made possible by new information and communication technologies (ICTs). Through the lens of time, lean production can be seen as an extension of scientific management rather than its replacement (Hermann 2015; Nishimoto 2002): as a result of the acceleration and intensification of work, waste (of time) is eliminated from the production process as a whole, thereby increasing efficiency and profits. While the goals of Taylorism and Fordism were to improve individual work processes and workflows, respectively, under lean
production, “the new goal was to accelerate the entire factory” by breaking down and
simplifying tasks in order to reduce the number of workers needed (Hermann 2015, 71).
Moreover, through the process of *kaizen*, workers are responsible for using their knowledge and
erpertise not only to improve the production process but also to rationalize their own work and
that of their colleagues (Hermann 2015). In this way, the use of time, technology, and teams as
key mechanisms for coordinating, accelerating, and intensifying work, all features of post-
Fordist organizations and just-in-time production, facilitates self-regulation and surveillance
(Nishimoto 2002).

The LIS literature suggests that as a result of this shift, libraries also experienced technological
acceleration, although such acceleration is not mentioned in connection to just-in-time service-
delivery models. For example, in a 1978 issue of *Library Trends*, Becker provides the following
description of the impact of technological change, the networked environment, and the
“information explosion” (410) on the library:

> Change is not new to libraries, of course, but what is new is the collapsed time-
> scale of change. In the past change was faced as it happened, but lately social and
technological alternatives have occurred at so great a rate that change must be
dealt with continuously. The order of change is entirely different from anything
which came before. (409)

Automation and networks afforded new means to raise productivity and cut costs (Becker 1978).
References to just-in-time appear as of the 1990s, when the Web afforded new ways to reduce
the cost of serials acquisition and article delivery (Carrigan 1996; Widdicombe 2004). In this
way, the academic library became embroiled into the 24/7 hyperaccelerated time of the “network
society” (Castells 1996).

Discourses of change remain pervasive in LIS literature, tying the academic library to
accelerated and intensified time. Consider, for example, the Association of Research Libraries’
(ARL) *Strategic Thinking and Design Initiative*, the result of members “taking to heart” the
challenges of “working in a new normal—a world of constant change brought upon us by the
exponentially increasing powers of the digital age” (2016, 8). Moreover, just-in-time models are
currently used not only in acquisitions (e.g., patron-driven or demand-driven acquisitions) but
also in public services (e.g., triaged reference services; just-in-time information-literacy one-
shots, tutorials, and guides; and chat reference). As skills training for the workers of the
“information society,” information literacy itself was strategized “just in time” for librarians to
legitimate their role as educators in the new economy (Behrens 1994; Drabinski 2014; Kapitzke
2003; O’Connor 2009).

further consider NPM in academic libraries to be a form of “McDonaldization” (Ritzer 1993), a
process of bureaucratic rationalization characterized by efficiency, predictability, calculability,
and control. Mirza and Seale (2017, 185) argue that decontextualized pedagogical approaches,
including just-in-time interventions such as tutorials and library guides, “often framed as more
convenient and appealing to patrons,” present technocratic, cost-efficient, and simplistic
solutions “to the complex social problem of education.” We note that some information-literacy
instruction not connected to an immediate information need, such as orientations and tours, can be considered pre-emptive “just-in-case” risk-managing pedagogical interventions.

**Just-in-Case: Academic Libraries and Risk Management**

The second temporal order characteristic of the contemporary academic library is what we will call the present-future of just-in-case, the time of risk management, value, and innovation. Studies on the time of organizations suggest that management is a future-based process continually actualized and adjusted in the present (Whipp, Adam, and Sabelis 2002). Organizational planning and development are accomplished in reference to the future (although they may be motivated by past experiences), but the “concrete steps” of actualizing future visions “can only take place in the time horizon of the present” (Noss 2002, 55-56). Nonetheless, and somewhat paradoxically, the present is trivialized, treated as “a homogeneous and undifferentiated point on a linear time axis,” of concern only as “the starting point of all planning endeavor” (Noss 2002, 50). As Drabinski states in reference to time and professional identity, “For librarianship, the present is always exceptional and always requires exceptional attention to take action for the coming future” (2016, 28). This future-oriented timescape is characterized by risk management and technological innovation.

**The Institutionalization of Library Learning Analytics**

Library learning analytics are one of the more recent sites through which librarianship produces the temporalities of just-in-time and the present-future. Individual scholars and practitioners have been studying library learning analytics for several years, and more recently, professional associations, namely, the ARL and the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), have intervened into the discussion. The intervention of such organizations is of particular significance in that it instantiates the institutionalization of library learning analytics since the authority and influence of these organizations, and their support for library learning analytics, makes it difficult for individual academic libraries and librarians to dismiss analytics or to seek alternative means by which to demonstrate library value.

The recent work of Oakleaf, author of the ACRL’s *Value of Academic Libraries Report*, is also key to the institutionalization of learning analytics. This work relies on and produces a sense of present-futureness while promoting just-in-time and just-in-case interventions. For example, in 2016, Oakleaf and Brown gave a presentation entitled “Institutional Learning Analytics: How Can Academic Libraries Connect?” at the Coalition for Networked Information Fall membership meeting. Their slides included the following graphic, originally produced by Gartner (Laney 2012), which makes explicit the connections between time, learning analytics, and return on investment (Oakleaf and Brown 2016).

![INSERT figure 1 here](<figure1.png>)

Figure 1. Gartner's Analytics Ascendancy Model (Laney 2012, as cited in Oakleaf and Brown 2016). Courtesy of Gartner.

According to this graphic, at the rudimentary “descriptive” level, learning analytics provide information about the learning environment and the actions of the learners. Descriptive learning
analytics are retrospective: they tell us what happened but not why it happened. At the “diagnostic” level, learning analytics monitor student performance in order to provide insight into what may be “facilitating or hindering student success” (Oakleaf 2016, 472). They operate in a continuous present. The “predictive” level of learning analytics, the level at which they are currently being developed in higher education, is “the ability to accurately predict future outcomes using learning data” (ECAR ANALYTICS Working Group 2015, 2, quoted in Oakleaf 2016, 472). Predictive analytics are fundamentally future-oriented. Drawing further on work by the ECAR ANALYTICS Working Group, Oakleaf argues that this “intelligence” allows stakeholders to implement just-in-time interventions “as a means to achieve more desirable final [future] outcomes” (ECAR ANALYTICS Working Group 2015, 2, quoted in Oakleaf 2016, 472). Finally, at the “prescriptive” level (not yet a reality, only a future promise), learning analytics “suggest specific interventions and actions known to aid learners” in order to “optimize student performance” (Oakleaf 2016, 472). Specific, real-time interventions in the present enhance future performance. Through the use of analytics, we can, in the present, predict and thereby control the future. Analytics direct us toward the future and away from the past and history.

The positive slope on the graph (Oakleaf and Brown 2016) indicates a correlation between the development of learning and the business value or “competitive advantage” gained by the institution.³ In a 2016 EDUCAUSE column, DePaul writes,

If instituted successfully, learning analytics could be considered the golden goose of higher education. . . . The implications here are that learning analytics can serve to reshape the trajectory of the student experience, enabling institutions to improve upon their offerings and, in turn, impact their overall academic standing. If students are succeeding and a college or university’s reputation is thereby strengthened, such outcomes could serve to positively impact retention, future enrollment, and ultimately, an institution’s bottom line. (2016, n.p.)

Analytics, although practiced in the present, are always already about the future; they force discussion and action into the temporality of the present-future. The slope also indicates that as learning analytics evolve, so does the intensity of surveillance and intervention. The future successful student, alumnus, knowledge worker, or potential donor is actively produced through an ongoing series of just-in-time interventions. What the graph does not show is that as surveillance increases, student agency—the ability to resist these interventions (Hathcock, 2018)—decreases.

Oakleaf also explicitly connects library learning analytics to the idea of just-in-time: “Many learning analytics systems attempt to predict, based on known attributes, which students are ‘at risk’ so that educators can intervene quickly” (2016, 472). Oakleaf goes on to suggest that the goals of learning analytics are consistent with managing institutional risk and uncertainty and

³ We note that the word “business” does not appear before “value” in all versions of the Gartner image that appear on the Web. Moreover, in some versions, “data sophistication” is replaced by “difficulty.” We further note that Gartner has long retired the report this graphic appears in; it is designated as “Archived” and accompanied by the note “This research is provided for historical perspective; portions may not reflect current conditions” (Laney 2012).
that the future simply is learning analytics, whether librarians agree or not: “Be ready! Higher education is moving inexorably in the direction of using data to advance student success, and learning analytics is a linchpin toward this end” (2016, 474).

The language of library learning analytics in one of both inevitability and necessity, the only possible response to the crisis of higher education. In The Politics of Possibility, Amoore argues that “society has come to understand itself and its problems in terms of risk management” (2013, 7). Risk is constructed and performative, and the various technologies that have been devised to manage it “have, at their heart, a particular relationship to the future. They hold out the promise of managing uncertainty and making an unknowable and indeterminate future knowable and calculable” (7). Risk technologies rely on unknown future possibilities “according to a possibilistic logic” (12).

Risk is ubiquitous, and risk technologies seek to manage all possibilities; they function within a temporality of just-in-case. The dominant discourse around library learning analytics generally participates in and reproduces the risk technologies that Amoore describes, albeit with a somewhat different end goal. It relies on the sense that libraries and higher education are in a moment of crisis. Just-in-case requires educators to keep all avenues open and seize all opportunities to collect data. The result is a permanent state of surveillance, the continuous scanning and identification of new quantifiable and uniform data points, which provides universities and libraries persuasive, standardized numbers with which to demonstrate their value. According to Hursh and Wall, the aim of developing “measurement and accountability systems that commodify higher education” (2011, 560) is not primarily intended to help “higher education in meeting its own goals or indirectly stated objectives associated with the public good; rather it is a push to use assessment to hold higher education accountable to neoliberal goals” (564). These neoliberal goals are the constantly shifting measures of market success.

Library learning analytics represent more than a desire to know and control the future in the face of uncertainty; they offer the actual possibility of so doing. The predictive mode that pervades dominant discourses of librarianship, including recent discussions of library learning analytics, are not about trying to make sense of the past but about trying to predict and shape the future in the ongoing moment of the present. The question of student learning, let alone how academic libraries might contribute to it, is riven with uncertainty. This fundamental issue, however, is simply dismissed as a minor obstacle in the path toward the future promise of learning analytics. It is promise, not proof, that matters; it is doing something now, in preparation for the future, that counts. Analytics that reveal correlations sweep away uncertainty (and complexity) and the future can be known. That future is “ever-increasing amounts of learning analytics data,” the inexorable “collection of greater amounts of information,” and library “access to more complex and more revealing information about student library activity and interactions as well as campus level learning analytics” (Oakleaf 2015, 357-58). These are uncertain possibilities, but library learning analytics, as risk technologies, manage that uncertainty and construct the future as something knowable. The appeal of risk technologies such as library learning analytics is that they seem to mitigate crisis. It’s important to be seen to be doing something, even if we presently lack “the connections, skills, confidence, interest, and ability,” as Oakleaf claims (2015, 358).
Institutionalizing Analytics in the Present-Future

We turn now to *Academic Library Impact: Improving Practice and Essential Areas to Research* produced by the ACRL in partnership with OCLC Research. This document seeks to tie library learning analytics to strategic planning. The research consists of numerous pieces: a report (literature review, focus groups with library administrators, interviews with provosts); a research agenda “based on those findings” (ACRL 2017, 1); an online visualization; and two bibliographies (works analyzed and works cited). The research agenda has six “priority areas,” two of which directly address library learning analytics: “Priority 3: Include library data in institutional data collection” and “Priority 4: Quantify the library’s impact on student success” (1). Each priority area is accompanied by “future-focused research questions” (2).

Both Priority 3 and Priority 4 introduce new time horizons for interventions and surveillance, *beyond* the time/space of the student’s collegiate experience and the campus. One of the “suggested actions” for Priority 3 is to “include ‘nontraditional’ metrics that show how libraries support goals such as student recruitment and alumni engagement” (ACRL 2017, 4). For Priority 4, these include examining “factors that affect student success before students begin their education at a college or university” and partnering “with outside stakeholders, such as businesses, to identify factors that influence student success following their undergraduate education” (6). Here the past and the future of the student’s endeavors are of significance only insofar as they relate to the present-future of the library, and only insofar as the student represents economic value.

Priority 4 reinscribes and legitimates neoliberal ideas about value, even when there are questions about the ethics of the data collection: librarians are exhorted to “pull the sort of data to track user behaviors that library administrators and staff have shied away from in the past” (ACRL 2017, 55). Indicators and factors are data points for analytics, and the student is now “the ‘dividual,’ a fractionated subject whose risk elements divide her even within herself” (Amoore 2013, 8). Selwyn notes that proliferation of data disciplines individuals, producing “docility” and “administrative identities” (2014, 59). The research questions for further study, which explore how various library resources and services affect student success, are only those questions that can be answered through analytics. The emphasis on quantification and the imperative to consider student success as defined by “businesses” reproduces neoliberal notions of value as primarily economic and erases alternative, unquantifiable understandings of success (ACRL 2017, 6).

*Academic Library Impact* is also pervaded by a language of inevitability and a future foretold: “Now, more than ever”; “As academic libraries strategically evolve”; “As institutions gradually come to resemble each other” (ACRL 2017, 1-3). Inevitability is not limited to language however. The outcomes of the report were also predetermined by the methodology used to create the report. In its *Request for Proposals* for this research project, the ACRL specified that several of its own documents, namely, the 2010 *VAL Report (Value of Academic Libraries)*, the Assessment in Action (AiA) projects, the 2015 *Environmental Scan*, and the “2016 Top Trends in Academic Libraries” (ACRL 2017, 14-15; ACRL 2016, 4-5) form the basis of the codebooks that were then used to analyze and code articles and reports that aligned with the themes already identified by the Request for Proposal. This formed the basis of the literature review section of the report. According to the codebooks, “any library collection, space, or service objectively tied
to a particular grade or outcome” was coded as “success”; those that “did not have a measured or measurable effect on the student or their success” were coded as “teaching and learning” (ACRL 2017, 18, original emphasis). “Objectively” was used to describe variables that were “measurable and usually quantifiable” (ACRL 2017, 18). In this way, success was, and continues to be, defined in terms of the data points that constitute library learning analytics, while other, unmeasurable or unquantifiable effects by definition are not “success.” Learning analytics themselves come to be included in the report, not due to their emergence from any of the three different data sources, but based on “feedback for the initial report draft, in advisory group brainstorming Academic Library Impact sessions, and by recent ACRL initiatives, such as the Learning Analytics e-Learning webcast series and ARL’s Statistics Data Analytics” (ACRL 2017, 43-44). The reasoning here exemplifies tautology. Learning analytics were included because the ACRL wanted them to be included. This is an ideological and political intervention disguised by exhaustive amounts of data and the veneer of empiricism.

*Academic Library Impact* (ACRL 2017) seeks to remove risk and uncertainty from the future of academic libraries and, through a battery of both qualitative and quantitative research methods, make it knowable and calculable. The risk technologies dealing with library learning analytics make this move within the present-future timescape. In the creation of ever-increasing numbers of data points, indicators, and factors associated with individual students, library learning analytics seek to remove individual students from their own histories and trajectories, to erase those histories and control those trajectories. In seeking to control the future while insisting on the necessity of that control in a present time of crisis, discourses around library learning analytics erase both historical contexts and both choice of and responsibility for futures. Risk technologies, which remove individual subjects from their histories through a specification of data points, and construct and control the future through the creation of and response to possibilities, exist within the timescape of contemporaneity (Osborne 2013). The ways in which we talk about library learning analytics, which dissociate students from their history and academic libraries from their institutional and historical contexts, in order to remove uncertainty from and already know our future (and in this case, there is just one rather than an array of possibilities) embraces the timescape of the present-future, of contemporaneity and, in so doing, seeks to ignore politics and power.

In the preceding section, we have examined how, in documents issued by professional associations such as the ARL and the ACRL, the organizational timescape of learning analytics is marked both by just-in-time and just-in-case logics. In the next, and final section, we examine the particular ways that learning analytics work against social justice initiatives in higher education and interpellate students as future entrepreneurs and flexible, resilient, and docile subjects.

**Learning Analytics, Time, and the Performance of Neoliberal Subjectivities**

As we have seen above, mainstream professional discourse suggests that libraries’ participation in campus efforts to collect data are fundamental to student success, thereby demonstrating library value. However, the intractable focus on quantifiable data makes it easier to sidestep complex social issues, including (in)equality and power, and culturally constructed sites of oppression such as race, class, gender, sexuality, and disability (Lovern 2018). Zerquera et al.
note that “benchmarks that overemphasize quantitative data for ease of comparison often fail to account for social justice outcomes and provide metrics that inhibit the methodological creativity possible” (2018, 18). This is especially true when our students come from marginalized groups. To reduce learning, as messy as it is—and the student experience, as messy as it is—down to numbers and algorithms serves neither our students nor our pedagogical aims.

The focus on what is quantifiable and measurable in the present moment in order to construct a known future erases structural inequities, individual histories, and difference. Sharma argues that the meaning of an individual’s own time and experiences of time “is in large part structured and controlled by both the institutional arrangements they inhabit and the time of others—other temporalities” (2014, 8). It is no surprise that what we measure, how we measure, and the interventions we use to “correct” the performance measured align with this form of hegemony. As Watters points out, “algorithms are not merely informative, they are extra-judicial”: they identify and target “problem” or “at-risk” students to receive these interventions (2017). Contrary to social justice imperatives, "the focus is not on supporting all students, but rather only those judged as worthy of faculty and staff investment," sometimes leading to "proposed policies and solutions that seek to only address assessment results through the elimination of ‘inputs’ (or students who are perceived as the problem)” (Dorimé-Williams 2018, 46). If our instruction must be designed in line with algorithms that determine certain students to be “failing,” we are complicit in creating a two-tiered system that offers less structured inquiry for those who are “succeeding” and a deficit-based banking model of education as a quick, anxiety-based fix for those deemed to be “failing” (Pagowsky 2015). Anxiety and fear of the future may prevail if academic libraries are beholden to campus efforts to use student data to demonstrate value, pushing librarians toward a pedagogy centered in the development of measurable skills.

Gourlay (2017) describes how, in discourses surrounding student engagement in higher education, that which is less visible is often considered less important. For example, more passive learning behaviors of students are seen as antithetical to learning, whereas more active behaviors are equated with engagement. In this sense, student engagement becomes performative. Because that which is invisible cannot easily be measured, primacy is given to the performative, the quantifiable, the assumed. When we seek to demonstrate that use of the library or participation in library instruction improves student grade point average (GPA), for example, we sidestep the messiness of students’ experiences, including their experiences as learners. Many factors, past and present, influence student success in a course or a program of study, and it is imperative that we remain cognizant that success does not result only from that which is perceptible and measurable.

Using data to help our students to course correct saves (institutional) time. It also erases students’ identities, histories, and temporalities, reinscribing racial, class, and gender norms. The very idea of a meritocracy, a primary narrative in higher education and deeply entrenched in Western society, depicts a level playing field where everyone starts out equal—all students begin with the same opportunities to succeed or fail. This is not true, of course, yet meritocracy—and neoliberalism—imply that structural inequalities and social injustice do not factor into success, and that success is easily achieved through simple hard work, competition, and constant skills development (investment in one’s human capital). In the words of Gourlay, this ‘apparently benign discourse ‘wears the clothes’ of progressivism, but could be critiqued for offloading the
responsibility onto the student and indirectly reinforcing the marketised view that the student carries the sole responsibility for their learning as a customer who makes a financial investment for personal gain” (2017, 29). Paltrinieri likens this discourse to “proficiency racism,” namely, a skills market that excludes anyone “unable to play the game,” who threaten neoliberal societies by not engaging in competition and not improving, nor appraising, oneself (2017, 469).

In line with Amoore (2013), the focus here is risk-anxiety, but through an anxiety of unemployment risk to streamline assessment practices and interpretation. The intent is to erase both anxiety and risk by finding assessment results that will nearly guarantee future employment so that present actions can be predetermined. This is what campus, and library, expectations for students become, where their behaviors, thoughts, desires, and whole selves need to be fully transparent so that we can personalize and help them achieve “their” goals through present actions. And whereas the possibilities seem fluid, they remain predetermined, like the outcomes of a choose-your-own adventure narrative. There is the illusion that many options exist and the direction one takes is based on free choice, but the pathways and destinations are always already determined. The success of analytics requires the learner to be flexible in order to meet the fluid definition of success at the institutional level (which is also based on the approaches the most privileged students take to be successful). Following a recipe of a certain selection of skills at a particular level of “excellence” will then “save” these less-privileged, struggling students. (Readings 1997) convincingly argues that in contemporary higher education, “excellence” is an empty signifier, one that can be endlessly deployed to take on any desired meaning as needed.

**Just-in-Time and Grit? The Appearance of Doing the Right Thing**

Narratives of resilience and grit, increasingly pervasive in higher education, can also be associated with the surgical, just-in-time interventions of learning analytics. Organizations such as the OECD, the World Bank, the IMF, and the UN have used resilience to advance a neoliberal agenda (Neocleous 2013), one that encourages individuation, naturalizes and depoliticizes systemic inequalities, normalizes insecurity, and places additional demands on white women and people of color (Galvan, Berg, and Tewell 2017). This discourse allows “the systemic causes of oppression and inequity to continue unquestioned and unchallenged” by eliminating “any sense of unity and support for addressing these issues at their roots” (Winkelstein and Terrile 2017, n.p.). It masks the impact of structural inequities; for example, poverty has a greater role in individual achievement than effort. Academic success does not automatically alleviate poverty (Stokas 2015). Normative and normalizing pedagogical interventions such as standardized tests and “neutral” analytics lead the individual to believe that the challenges they face stem from an intrinsic deficit rather than structural inequities, racism, classism, sexism, or ableism (Stokas 2015; Morley and Lugg 2009; Liu 2011). As with any hegemonic narrative, this invisible power structure overlays our work and actions whether we realize it or not. The student data we collect and the interventions we provide will be designed with the grit narrative baked in. Consider, then, the question, Are these algorithms and associated interventions in place to provide greater support for students to truly succeed, or are they just empty words of advice for retaining tuition dollars? For example, data may indeed show that successful students use the library to study for a given number of hours per week, but such data is of little help to a student struggling with food scarcity and time poverty that comes from a need to work full time while in school (Fisher 2018; Hope Center 2018). Implicit in this data is the suggestion that students should learn to endure
suffering and forego other needs in order to engage in more successful academic behaviors. Narratives of grit and resilience arise because tangible and systemic supports are missing from our interventions, and this legitimizes suffering without requiring institutions of higher education to help their struggling students beyond data-driven “personalized” suggestions.

Library learning analytics, and learning analytics more broadly, function by constructing a singular notion of the student as learner. The learner comes to higher education and the academic library without a history or a present, and their future trajectory is limited to that of the flexible, resilient future worker (and hopefully, for institutions of higher education and academic libraries, potential donor). Library learning analytics, as described and institutionalized by organizations such as the ARL and ACRL, emphasize quantifiable notions of success. The need to collect data to quantify success reduces learning to performance and the acquisition of skills.

### Conclusion: Whose Future Are We Imagining?

In this essay, we have argued that library learning analytics function within two dominant timescapes: just-in-time and just-in-case. Library learning analytics represent one way in which librarianship has recently sought to manage risk through technological innovation by producing just-in-time and just-in-case temporalities. The emergence of librarianship as a profession is marked by the temporal practices of Taylorism and scientific management. With the emergence of new information and communication technologies (ICTs), supply-chain innovation, and the advent of “the network society” (Castells 1996), libraries turned to just-in-time service models. This temporality, connected to a sense of acceleration, constant change, and crisis, continues to pervade mainstream discourse around librarianship and the future of libraries. At the same time, librarianship, as a profession plagued with self-doubt, exists in a decontextualized present-future, outside of past and present, oriented toward the future. In this present-future, just-in-case strategies mitigate the risk of a library-less future through an emphasis on and embrace of technological innovation and demonstrated “value.”

Library learning analytics represent one way in which librarianship has recently sought to manage risk through technological innovation by producing just-in-time and just-in-case temporalities. They afford libraries the possibility of managing the risks of the future through ongoing just-in-time interventions. Library learning analytics, and learning analytics more broadly, work by constructing an idealized learner, detached from history, with a defined trajectory in higher education and a predetermined future as knowledge worker. Examining the temporalities and subjectivities produced and reproduced in the discourse around library learning analytics reveals that this discourse erases questions of power, politics, and history, and works against social justice. In describing what the future is, rather than what it could or should be, this discourse, this “failure to imagine that libraries can do more than serve the quotidian needs of higher education” (Coysh, Denton, and Sloniewski 2018, 126), erases our ability to shape our futures, and our responsibility for so doing. This essay, in its attempts to unpack the relations of power embedded in the temporalities of library learning, seeks to reclaim some of this agency.
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